7634BG
+ RH4BG

Showers and firstaid equipments

File cabinets
nets
Anti-fire equipments
pments

7635BG
+ RH5BG
+ EG1

Mounting rails
with tension belt
- P/N RH4BG / RH5BG
(option)

Standardized
labeling

To protect the users health and
to improve the life cycle of your
safety cabinet, we recommend to
install an exhausting system. Do not
hesitate to contact-us for more
information.
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Shelf for one small
gas cylinder P/N EG1 (option)

Key locking
system

Cooling system
To increase the security of your cabinet
and control the temperature inside, we
propose you a cooling system. Ask-us for
more information.

Vent with
thermo-fuse

The manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue
ue or change speciﬁcations or designs at any time without notice and without incurring obligations.

Containment
and Cans

Fume hoods, filtering
cabinets - Ventilation

Pesticide
range

06/2016

Toxic cabinets
and multirisk

Corrosive
Co
cabinets
ca

Flammable
cabinets

EN 14470-2 EN 1363-1
EN 14470-2 SAFETY CABINETS
TYPE 30-MINUTES FOR GAS CYLINDERS

RANGE 7630BG

CERTIFICATION

Flammable
cabinets

EN 14470-2 EN 1363-1
- Grey structure (RAL 7035), yellow edges (RAL 1023).
- Safety labelling as per EN 14470-2.

- Tested and approved Type 30 according to EN 14470-2 (04/2006)
and EN 1363-1 (06/2000).
- Normalized labelling according to ISO 3864, and EN 14470-2
norms, and 92/58/CEE european directive.

ACTIVE SECURITY
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7634BG-7635BG

P/N

Description









7635BG

7634BG

Outside Dim.
H x W x D (mm)

Inside Dim.
H x W x D (mm)

B50
cylinder storage
capacity

Recommended
equipment

Weight
(kg)

2055 x 660 x 665

1753 x 508 x 458

2

1

246

-

-

-

1

2

2055 x 1200 x 665

1753 x 1048 x 458

4

1

447

-

-

-

1

3

7634BG

Tall cabinet 1 door

RH4BG

Horizontal rail for mounting
2 cylinders B50

7635BG

Tall cabinet 2 doors

RH5BG

Horizontal rail for mounting
4 cylinders B50

RABG

Galvanized steel ramp
for 7634BG or 7635BG

38 x 450 x 398

-

-

1

10

Additional shelf for 1 gas cylinder type
B2, B5, B10, B11, B15 or B20

245 x 245 x 245

-

-

-

3

EG1

The manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue or change speciﬁcations or designs at any time without notice and without incurring obligations.









Pesticide
range







Fume hoods, filtering
cabinets - Ventilation

- Built in double wall melamine (thickness: 76mm) : overall good
chemical resistance.

Toxic cabinets
and multirisk

All models are delivered without interior equipment.
They have, therefore, to be equipped with rails for supporting
the gas cylinders, and access ramp...

PASSIVE SECURITY

Containment
and Cans

- 30-minutse fire resistance according to ISO 834 fire heating curve.
- Tested and approved with ISO 834 fire heating curve by an
European laboratory.
- Pedestal area under-driveable by a forklift by removing panel.

File cabinets
Anti-fire equipments

ADVANTAGES

Corrosive
cabinets

- Ø 100 mm air inlet and outlet ducts for either natural ventilation
or connection with forced ventilation/filtration system.
- Thermo-expanding seals of the door allow keeping the internal
body fireproof.
- In case of fire, a thermo-fuse automatically seals off the ventilation system.
- Adjustable leveling feet for enhance stability.
- Locking door(s) with cylinder lock.

Showers and firstaid equipments

RANGE 7630BG
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